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WHEN THE EAGLE SCREAMED: THE ROMANTIC HORIZON IN AMERICAN
DIPLOMACY, 1800-1860. By William H. Goetzmann. New York: John
Wiley & Sons, Inc., 1966. Pp. xvii, 138. Maps, bibliog., index. $4,95,
cloth; $1.95, paperback.
THERE WAS NEVER a time when national security could be taken for
granted. For Americans of the early nineteenth 'century, diplomacy seemed
to deal with continual crises, much as it does for Americans of the late
twentieth century. Policymakers in the United States once feared that
Great Britain and France were seeking territory on this continent, particularly Texas and California. If, as historians have since discovered, this fear
had little foundation in fact, it was nevertheless very real to those who felt
it at the time. In any case, the two great powers of Europe actually did follow anti-American policies of balance and containment. Both countries
aspired to limit the territorial growth ,and the diplomatic independence of
the United States. Though not seriously interested in acquiring Texas or
California, they would have liked to see those areas become separate nations with close European ties.
"Hence it would appear that the motivation for American continental
expansion was more complex than simple greed. It was compounded of
agrarian cupidity, but it also included equal parts of mission, in the idealistic sensei simple romanticism; the desire for trade; racial prejudice; a sense
of outrage at not being able to control politically territory that had been
explored, populated, and settled by Americans at great cost of blood and
treasure; and finally, perhaps most of all, a basic sense of insecurity felt by
a still youthful republic confronting formidable rivals. It was an insecurity
glossed over by the vaguely satisfying, exaggerated jingoistic slogans of the
day best represented by that ringing but hollow phrase-Manifest Destiny."
Thus argues Professor Goetzmann, of the University of Texas, in his
essay on American expansion from 1800 to 1861. He has based the slim
volume on his own two studies of Western exploration and also on a wide
range of relevant secondary works. As he notes, however, "There are surprisingly few books which attempt a general interpretation of American
expansionism. Of these, by far the best is Richard W. Van Alstyne, The
Rising American Empire (New York: Oxford University Press, 1960), to
which the present book is greatly indebted." Though eclectic, the present
bookis well integrated, and it presents fresh insights at a number of points.
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Professor Goetzmann rejects Norman Graebner's view, as expressed in
Empire on the Pacific (1955), that President Polk looked to Oregon and
California because of a single-minded interest in acquiring Pacific ports.
Goetzmann maintains, convincingly, that Polk responded to a variety of
interests, among which a concern for Pacific shipping and trade was the
least important. Regarding the British policy of promoting antislavery
throughout the world, Goetzmann suggests that the aim was mainly to
divide and weaken and thus contain the United States. He shows that, at
the time of the Mexican War, this country was not yet a "colossus" in
comparison with Mexico, and Polk, though a practitioner of "brinkmanship," was hardly the aggressive schemer that he once seemed to historians.
The author effectively relates the acquisition of California to its diplomatic
consequences, to the ensuing policies and clashes in regards to the Caribbean and Central America. He reveals the multiplicity of American interests in Cuba during the 1850'S.
A question might be raised about his statement that the Monroe Doctrine "depended, of course, in the main, on the British fleet." It could be
argued that the Doctrine, when announced in 1823, was directed against
Great Britain as well as Russia, France, and Spain. From Professor Goetzmann's own evidence it appears that the Doctrine, during the 1850'S, was
more seriously challenged by Britain than by any other power. Some read- ers might take issue with Professor Goetzmann on other matters, but all
wjll remain indebted to him for a well informed, vigorously written, and.
stimulating essay. Its usefulness is enhanced by an adequate number of
good, clear maps.
University of North Carolina) Greensboro
RICHARD N. CURRENT

CRIPPLE CREEK. By Robert Guilford Taylor. Geographic Monograph
Series, vol. I. Bloomington: Indiana University Publications, 1966. Pp.
xii, 214. Illus., maps, apps., bibliog. $3.00.
THE NAME, Cripple Creek, is rather mundane, but it meant excitement to
thousands of prospectors, miners, promoters, and investors at the tum of
the century. Like most mining cities, it followed a classical course: glowed
brightly, faded quickly, and was finally reduced to a weathered vestige,
living mainly in the memories of those who "kept the faith." Like hundreds
of lesser-known camps that dotted the western mountains, this lonely,
beautiful spot reflected an unbelievable toil and energy produced by "gold
fever." Its death convulsions commenced before World War I and by
1960 serious mining had ceased, only occasionally attracting someone who
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believed the district's promise had been unfulfilled. The cottages now house
tourists who have been wandering in from New Mexico, Texas, and
Colorado since the 1940'S.
The district was established on April 5, 1891, climaxing years of prosperity, by Bob Wallick who made his strike the previous year and thus
"ushered in the beginnings of a vastly altered era for the high mountain
ranching valleys." Along with hundreds of other mining camps dotting the
Rockies from New Mexico to Montana, Cripple Creek lured gold hungry
prospectors and businessmen throughout that spring and summer. They
threw up their shacks, hotels, crude stores and tents as major mine exchanges and newspapers over the plains covered full page ads for the district's stocks. Cripple Creek itself sponsored numerous smaller camps in
the nearby villages and valleys and mountainsides which in turn helped
attract the necessary railroads, smelters, and capital to the area. Large
sums of money Howed in from the east and north. Townsite companies
were formed, electric power was installed, and the stages and railroads
brought in more than departed. By 1896 the little metropolis was riding
high. Then, on April 25 of that year, a gasoline stove was overturned in a
scufHe on the second Hoor of a dance hall and the fire spread throughout
most of the business and better residential districts. Futile attempts to
create firebreaks with dynamite leveled the remaining buildings while the
explosives in the stores spread the fire through every unburned section.
When it was over, fifteen acres had been destroyed, over $1,000,000 of
damage incurred (only 25% of which was covered by insurance), and 3,600
persons were forced from their homes. People hurriedly threw up small
huts and tents, but a day later they were struck again by a new fire that
broke out in the Portland Hotel and spread to the lumber and building
materials that had been brought in. When one of the steam boilers of the
hotel exploded, along with seven hundred pounds of dynamite stored in a
grocery in the heart of the business district, panic spread throughout the
city. As temperatures dropped, five thousand people layout on the open
hills without protection. Martial law had to be established to curb looting.
Within one week, one_hundred seventy new business buildings were
started and within a month the town had again been rebuilt.
Cripple Creek tried to keep up with the times, changing its mining and
milling techniques as developments occurred in other parts of the county.
But it suffered one disadvantage that was unique in mining districts: most
of the properties were corporate owned and employed mine labor on a daily
wage basis. The year of the· fire saw the establishment of a confederation
of miners, the forefathers of the radical Industrial Workers of the World.
And even though the gold production, population, and commercial and
residential construction reached their height in 1901, the strikes by this
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union were part of a process that contributed to the district's deterioration
-despite the development of the new cyanide mill at the Golden Cycle
Corporation in Colorado Springs, which was drawing all of the ore from
the district. During the 1930'S, placer mining returned when the price of
gold went up to thirty-five dollars an ounce; some buildings were reopened
and old saloons and gambling houses were converted into grocery stores.
But the production did not go up to expectations. By 1936 the mines were
again closing and the scene remained one of genteel decay.
This little book will be of value to any historian writing about the state
or mining. In keeping with the fact that it is the first volume in a geographic series, the physical characteristics of the area are described in considerable detail but the writer did a good job of surveying the records and
is meticulous in recalling the life of the area. Unfortunately, the drama is
missing. The book reads like the dissertation it is and the highlights are
not pointed up. One of the main drawbacks is that the type is much too
small for pleasurable reading and there are several printing errors. The
bibliographical notes are good except the dates of the newspapers should
have been included.
The author and press must be congratulated for including many old
pictures and plats of the district.
Washington, D.C.
JIM B. PEARSON

A ROOM FOR THE NIGHT: HOTELS OF THE OLD WEST. By Richard A. Van
Orman. Bloomington: Indiana University Press, 1966. Pp. xiii, 162.
Illus., notes, index. $4.95.
IN THE PREFACE to this slim volume Mr. Van Orman observes that in all
the vast body of writing about the American West "scant attention has
been given an important and fascinating institution-the Western hotel."
He then proceeds to conduct us on a lively tour of trans-Mississippi hostelries of the nineteenth century, from St. Louis' 53o-room Lindell (largest
in the United States at the time of its completion during the Civil War)
to San Francisco's 755-room Palace (second largest when opened in 1875).
Not surprisingly, these two cities-at opposite ends of the region-contained
the best hotels in the Old West. Mr. Van Orman tells us this, but he also
dwells on the varied transient accommodations that lay between, and
ranged in quality from the squalid little "road ranches" bOldering the early
stagecoach trails to the plush resort hotels of the late 1870'S and 1880'S.
The sum is a pleasant narrative.
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The dust jacket informs us that the author "is a direct descendant of one
of the oldest hotel families in the United States." But he is also a professor
of history at the Calumet campus of Purdue University, and his book is
evidently intended to be a serious contribution to Western social history.
Unfortunately, it is as slender in scholarly substance as it is in length. Mr.
Van Orman has depended almost completely on published works, mainly
travelers' accounts, as sources. Only a handful of contemporary newspapers
are cited, for example. Most important, one looks in vain for any evidence
that the author examined any hotel records whatever. With such an inadequate basis, this book represents not scholarship but anecdote. One
wonders how a reputable university press justified publication.
And so it is still true that "scant attention has been given an important
and fascinating institution-the Western hotel."
The University of New Mexico

ROBERT R. DYKSTRA

